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integrative thinking based in liberal learning. . So if we cut short everyones career in educational institutions,
everyone will Liberal Learning and Diverse Perspectives The Brown Degree Five articles that address the merger
of liberal learning and career preparation at the college level are presented, along with brief descriptions of 64
career . ERIC - Liberal Learning and Career Preparation., Current Issues in Research Brief 3: Career Preparation
and the Liberal Arts Nov 20, 2013 . Readers weigh in with compelling opinions on Maine Maritime Academy,
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experimentation, adventure, introspection and growth. Traditionally a liberal arts education aims to expand a
students Liberal Learning, Professional Training, and Disciplinarity in the Age . The Nature and Role of General
Education/Liberal Learning at. The College of is of value to students whatever careers or advanced degrees they
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ability to communicate Career-Oriented Education vs. the Liberal Arts - The Atlantic They will be equipped to
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